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ABSTRACT 

This paper conside«s the R.ivlin-Erick sen fluid flow past an infinite. 
plane porous wall with fluctuating suction in slip flow conditions. It is 
obs.erved that : 

(i) .The velocity profile is effected by the rarefaction l'arameter h1 

in the slip flow, but this is not the case in no slip flow. 

(ii) If h1 increases,. the. magnitude of the mean velocity increases 
for a fixed viscoelastic paramet~r K. 

(iii) The main stream fluctuations cause the fluctuations in the skin 
friction. · 

(iv) As h1 increases, the skin fdction decreases for a fixed A. 

(v) As A increases, the amplitude of the skin friction I HJ 
increases. 

(vi) For large A a change in h1 produces larg~r variations in J H J 

(vii) For fixed hl> as K increases, the magnitude of the mean 
velocity incnases too. 

I. lntroducticn 

Lighthill [I] has studied the effects of fluctuations of the main 
stream velocity on the flow of an incompressible fluid past two dimensional 
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bpdies. Stuart [2] has obtained the exact solution of the Nii.vier-Stokes 
equationsfot such an osdUatoty flow ovel" ari infini~e plane porous wall wiih 
constant suction. Siddappa [4] has extended Stuart's work for Rivlin
.Ericksen visco~elastic fluid. Siddappa and Chetty [5] stµdied how Siddappa's 
results get mo,dified wheh no:s}ip boundary conditions are replaced by the 
velocity sliP conditibris; Here we extend this prdblem for. the fluctuating 
suction. 

1,. B;,isic Equatio11s . 

We consider the fiow due to fluctuating m~in str~am of R1vlin
Erichen fluid flow past l:!n infip.ite plane, ,pQrous wall with. fluctuating 
suction at the surface. 

Let y=O be the wall .. Let u and v be the velocity components along 
and normal to the wall. 

'fiie visc?·etastic eq uatioris to the problem are 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

{2.3) 

where a is the kinematic viscosity, f3 is the kinematic viscoelasticity, Y i:;; 

the kinematic cross-viscoelasticity. 

(ii) 

(iii) 

3. Boundary Conditions 

Th first order velocity slip condition is 

( 2-f1 ) ( au ) (au) u = ----r;--"- L Ty" =L 1 ·ay at y 

u = u (t) 

(JU 
-= 0 oY 

( 3. I) 

{3.2) 
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which arises because of the symmetry about the axis of the pipe through the 
poin_t at inp.nity ~ . . 

Here f 1 is Maxw_ell's reflexion coefficient. 

L=f4'.7T/2PP)t is the rhean fr!!e path. and· is constant for an 

incompressible fluid, and L1 = ( 
2
-fi )L 
t I -

4. ~athematical Analysis 

Cor,sl~eri~~ (2.2) as ¥~00, u., U(t) arid the partial derivatives of 
u w.r.t. y tend ti:> ztro. 

Therefore we have 

and so by integ1ating we have 

dU 
g (x,t)= ~ PXdt + h (t) 

where h (t) is at m<;>st a function oft. 

Thus the pressure is given by ... 

( 
.. au )2 dU . 

P(x,y,t)=P(2{3+"f) oY · -P x~+ h ft) 

(4.2) 

. (4.3) 

It is clear from (4.3\ that the pressure of the fluid dC'pends on y 

in additton to x and t, unlike in the cL1ssical viscous case. This is because 

of the visco~lastic r;ature of the fluid. 

The equation of our interest is 

(JU oU dU o"u ():! { ()U 
3t + v-~oY= -----al" + a ay~+ /3 'oY'!, 3f + 0 ll f v-·ay ( 4.4) 

Integrating ( 2.1) following Messiha [3] we have 

(4.5) 
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negative sign indicates that the suction velocity is directed to"ards the . "' ., ' . 

plate. We look for .the sol~~icm of the equation ( 4._4) following Lighthill TI J 
of the form · .. · .. 

(4 6) 

The free stre~m velocity is 

1:J.=U(t)=U0 (l +·eeirot/ as y4o:> (4.7} 

' substituting the expressions for u, U and v into (4.4)and equating the 
!harmonic a,nd the nonharmonic terms of the equation we get 

(4.8) 

and 
• ,i 'v d¢1 . d2ef>, o· d2ef>1 a V d3ef>1 . . d2ef>o (4 9) 
lro'f'l- 0 -ay-=tw+a d 2 + (JlW dy!l -1-' o dy3• --~A dy2 • 

'.with the boundary conditions 

d<Po 
cf>o=L1dY. 

} at y-01 
</> . L def>, 1= 1 ___,... . I 

and 
dy 

. ~ (4.10) 

c/>0=4'1 =1 

]·· y~O; 
I 

I 
~~=~;.,o J 
dy dy 

putting Y)= Vo y. Equation (4.8), (4.9) and the boundary conditions (4.10) 
a 

reduce to 

( 4.11) 

K dd:c/>
3
1 ·+(1)-i.\k) ~~ + ~ -L\cb ~i'+A dZ¢o 

~ d~2 d~ ' l A d~Z 
( 4.12) 

and 
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"'" h d<f:.0 h d<f:.1 . . '+'o= ·, d'I) 'c/>1= I -d'I) at 11=0 - c.J· 
' ,·.' .-

dr/>o dcJ>1 . . .. · .. ·. 
rf>o =<P1=l, -.--== --=0-at 1!·-+00 

d'Y) 1d1] • ' 

(4.13) 

2 

fJ>a V. 
A.=-, K=-{3 o 

. v20_ . ~ 
where and 

h. L Vo. h {'.· . 
• 1= , - Is t e rare1actton. parameter. 

a 

The solution oft.he equation ( 4.11) SU bject to the conditions ( 4.13) is 
pl ,. ' -

1 _,~-· 
where a = -v 1- 4 K 

. . 
1 2K · ·. 

and the other solution is 

I +v' r:::'.=4K 
2K 

The solution of ( 4.12) subject to· the conditions ( 4.13) is 

where h=hr+ih1 is given by the equation 

f(h)=Kh3 +(l-i.\K)h 2 +h-i.\ =0 

The equation (4.17) is solved numerically [4]. 

(4 14) 

(4;15) 

( 4.16) 

( 4.17) 



When K=0,(4,14) and (4.15) becom~ tlieasymptotic 'suction pro~le in th~ 
Newtonian fluid. · · · · · 

The unperturbed thickness 8 is gi~e.g by 

8= fco ( 1-:-f;) dy, where U is the value of u at y =co • 
y=O 

Thuss=+ 
0 

whence 

00 

f l-
1)=0 

8 = -=-=--a---:--
1 V 0 (l+ah1)a 

As h 1 increases, thickness decreases for K ~ 0, and. also for 0 < K %; i ; 
and when h 1 =0, i_t reduces to the result of Siddapp~ [4J. 

The total velocity component parallel to the wall is given by 

-:•a.~-. 
Aa 2 e 

(1 +ah 1 )f(-:-a) ) 
eiwtl (l.l8) 

--' 

Thus the velocity profile is effectedby the rarefa9tic;>11 parameter h.in the 
slip flow. This isnot valid in the case of no slip flowsface h,=0. 

If h,~co, the velocity (4·18) become u=Uo [I +se1cut] which is the 
main stream velocity. This docs not happen in the case of no slip flow. 

In slip flow, I ecause of the boundary conditions, the shear stress 

at the wall is proportionol to the slip velocity at the wall and given by 

't' w =Pa ((JU) 
aY Y=O 

Pa 
= -r,-(u) Y =0 

( 4 19) 
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'fh.e nqn-~imensional skin friction is given ·by 

·. a 
wh.ere '1" 0 = l-f ahi 

.T + I H. I ei(wt+B.) mean frictionv r = f0 . E , . . . oUoP 

. I 2 2 

I H I = ~ :ti .. + J:J. 
l' 

hr Aa8 1 

H;= ( l+h1hr )2 +h: h; ·fi:\~+ah1) +a 2 ;\2 

DISCUSSION 

It is observed from (4.20) that the mean friction To decreases with 
the increasing value.s of slip parameter h1 • We observe from equation (4.19) 
that the maig stream fluctuations cause the fluct0;ations in the skin.friction, 

• . Foi; a fixed h1 it is observed that I H .! inprease with increase in 
the suction parameter .. /Also as h,700, l H ! . vanishes asymptotically, 
for a fixed A, I H l decreases for the increase in" h,. Ii is observed that: 
(i) As K increases for a fixed h1 velocity increas~s. 
(ii) For fixed K as h 1 increases velocity increases. 
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